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1. Introduction.

Throughout the following we will be interested in the solution of the problem whether

finite sequences of natural numbers can be coded by means of Ao-formulae in such a

way that the theory IAo proves some basic facts about this way of coding. To be more

precise.: by "coding finite sequences in IN" the following two things are meant. First, a
quintuple < E Fseq, 0, *, <.>, lth(.) > exists such that all of its elements are
expressions in the language of a given system of arithmetic, E Fseq is a unary
predicate, 0 is a constant, * is a binary function whereas <.> and lth(.) are unary ones.

We require that the theory IAo verifies these facts, which explains why we will use

functional expressions like s*t = u. On top of that, we require E Fseq, *, <> and lth(.)

to be defined by Ao-formulae in the same language.

Secondly, we require the quintuple < E Fseq, 0, lth(.) > to mimick as exactly

as possible some operations one would be inclined to regard as natural conditions for
reasoning with finite sequences. With EFseq we intend it predicate which tells us
whether a given number codes a finite sequence or not. The intended meaning of 0 is

the empty sequence, that of * is concatenation of two sequences, <.> is supposed to

behave as a function that assigns a sequence of only one element, say n, to the number

n and lth(.) should, if applied to a sequence, yield its length, that is, the number of

numbers occurring in it. Making this informal explanation precise, the quintuple should

have the property that the following facts are provable in IAo:

a. Vs EFsegs*o=O*s=s;
b. lth(i) = 0;
c. Vs, t E Fseq lth(s*t) = lth(s)+lth(t);

d. Vy, x (y = <x»Ith(y) = 1);
e.Vx3! y(y=<x>AyEFseq);
f. Vs, s' (s, s'EFseq -3!tEFsegAS*s'=t);
g. lth(.) is total on all s E Fseq;

h. * is associative, in the sense that (s*t)*u = s*(t*u) for all s, t, u EFseq.
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It could be argued that one should also have arbitrary projection functions at one's
disposal. Although such functions have not been listed above, it will be clear from the

following that they may be defined in an appropriate way with hardly any difficulty at

all.

Why is it that this matter is not trivial?

Coding of sequences of a finite, given length can be done using a suitable iteration of

some quadratic pairing function. In this case however, we want to deal with sequences

of arbitrary length. A fine idea would be to use products of successive primes to code

our finite sequences. Now any number would code a finite sequence, namely the
sequence which is formed considering the exponents of the primes in the
decomposition of that number following the order of the primes themselves. This way

of coding is one of the most traditional ones in formalizing arithmetic (see e.g. Kleene

[1974]). It is still not inconceivable that this way of coding may respect our demands.
However there are some horrible obstacles. For example, in doing so, the A0 -formulae

that would now be required to express concatenation could only be verified to yield a
total function if we can be sure that IA0 proves much more about the distribution of

prime numbers than our present knowledge gives ground to assume. This becomes

clear if we consider an example. Suppose we have coded the sequence 2, 4, 7 by the

number p12. p24. P37 and the sequence 3, 5 by the number p13. P25 . Naturally, the

sequence 2, 4, 7, 3, 5 ought to be coded by the number p12. p24. p37. pas. p55 .
Generally however, IA0 cannot tell us yet how big this number is going to be. Another

example is provided by considering the singleton function. If, as is the case in the

coding by means of exponents of primes, "singleton x" is coded by the number 2x, we

run into the difficulty that IA0 cannot prove the totality of this function "singleton x".

This is a consequence of Parikh's theorem. In order to avoid such difficulties, we turn

to a completely different method of coding.

2. Coding by means of two rulers.

A very organic way of coding is obtained by translating the numbers in our sequence to

their binary expansions, putting these in the right order one next to the other and
translating the obtained binary string back to the number it represents. If we want to do

this properly, we also need a second number which tells us where our original numbers

began and ended. This is the second ruler. Suppose we want to code the sequence 3, 2,

0, 0, 7. First, we write these numbers as binary words (from the left to the right):

11, 111.
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Next, we concatenate these words:

110100111.

As we want to know where the elements in this sequence actually are, we add an
auxiliary ruler to contain this information:

010111001.

The idea is, that we code our sequence with this pair:

<110100111,010111001>.

Now, we can "read" this pair by putting the second sequence underneath the first one

and letting the 1's tell us where the words in the first sequence end.

11, 01, 0, 0, 111

01, 01, 1, 1, 001.

For the pairing function we can take: 2(x+y+l)(x+y)+x.

An informal explanation of why it works.

The reason why this works the way we want it to, is basically due to the fact that IA0

is sufficiently strong to carry out these operations and the fact that these operations can
be described by means of A0-formulae.

As a matter of fact, our technique shows that the number of elements in our sequence

corresponds precisely with the number of 1's that occur in the second ruler. Therefore
it is sufficient that 1A0 be able to count the number of 1's occurring in the binary

expansion of any number if we want our length-function to be definable by a Do-

formula about which IBo gives the right information. Concatenation of two sequences

say, <xi, x2> and <yi, Y2> can now be performed by forming the pair <zi, z2> where

z1 is the number created by concatenating xi and yi (x2 and y2 will give the information

necessary to do this properly) and z2 the number created by concatenating x2 and Y2.

The function that assigns to a number n a sequence that contains only the number n, can

be defined in a very simple way. In our construction this sequence should be a pair of

two numbers, the first of which is to be the number n itself and the second is to be the

greatest power of 2 smaller than or equal to n itself. For instance, <13> should be:
1 a+b+l)(a+b)+a, where

a = 13 (1011 in binary),

b = 8 (0001 in binary).
What remains to be checked, of course, is the totality of our functions.
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Preliminary definitions.

We will now make the effort of defining the operations that were sketched above in a

more formal way. This will eventually show that the entire proces of coding finite
sequences can take place within the framework of IA0. We already know that a A0-

definition for exponentiation exists, so we can use the shorthand notation z = 2a. The

same remark applies to the use of the remainder-function, abbreviated as rem(x, y). The

first thing we need, is a suitable expression for the a-th digit in b is a 1". The
following will do:

aE lb:= 3 x, k, z <_ b (z = 2a A b = z (1+ 2k) + x A x <_ z). It needs no comment that

this is indeed a A0-definition.

Our next goal is to define the entier-logarithmic function. That is, the function that gives

us the last digit in the binary representation of a number. Here it is:

r log(b)' = c :_ (2c <_ b A b< 2c+1) V (b = c = 0).

3. Counting zeroes and ones.
Since our coding of sequences of numbers uses a ruler that separates the elements that

are stored in another number, our length-function will require the use of a function that

tells us how many ones occur in the binary expression of a number. In fact, we will use

it to count the number of ones that separate the elements in the first number occurring in

the coding pair, which, of course, is exactly the amount of numbers coded by the pair.

From Paris and Wilkie[1987] it is definitely clear that this function has a A0-definition.

However, we will give an alternative definition.

The first thing that we will need is a binary function that assigns to a given number n, a

sum of powers of a given number in, such that mi occurs in the result if and only if 2i

occurs in the binary representation of n.

First we will define by means of a A0-formula what it means to be a sum of powers of

a given number:

3.1 Definition. "x is a sum of powers of y" (Sumpow(x,y)):
Sumpow(x, y):= 1 <_ y A Vz, r, t <_ x ((Pow(t, y) A x= t.z+rA 0<_r<t )-.

rem(z, y) = 0 V rem(z, y) = 1).

Now we are free to define what it means for a certain power of y to occur in a sum of

powers of x. We will simply omit the case in which x is not a sum of powers of y at

all.
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3.2 Definition. "yj is in the sum x of powers of y" (In(y, j, x)):

In(y, j, x):= Sumpow(x, y) A
3 z<_ x (z = yj A Vr, t <_x ((x= t.z+rA 0Sr<z) -* rem(t, y) =1)).

3.3 Definition. "z is the sum of powers of y resulting from x by replacing the
occurrences of powers of 2 in the binary representation of x by equal powers of y"
(Trans(x, y, z)):
Trans(x, y, z):= Sumpow(z, y) A Vi <_ z (In(2, i, x) H In(y, i, z) ).

Counting zeroes and ones now reduces to the following trick. We can replace the

occurrences of powers of 2 by powers of some, sufficiently large number, say n+1 in

the binary representation of x by means of the procedure Trans defined above. Next, if

we take this result modulo n, then this remainder, provided n+1 was sufficiently large

with respect to the logarithm of x, will coincide with the number of ones that did occur

in the original binary representation of x.

Since, however, the growth rate of Trans is beyond polynomial size, we can only make

a piece-wise use of this trick. That is, we will first chop up x in small parts before

applying this trick to these parts, storing in the meantime the number of ones already

counted this way, in an auxiliary sequence. First, we need to have some more
equipment.

The entire construction is similar to the one in Hajek and Pudlak[1990], in as far as the

number to be counted is chopped up in sufficiently small portions.

3.4 Definition. "y is the binary segment between the i-th and the j-th digit in x

(Bseg(y, x, i, j))":
Bseg(y, x, i, j):= 3 xl, x2 <_ x (i <_ j A x = X2 + y.2i +x1.2j A x2<2i A y<2j-i).

This definition is accompanied by the following claim:

3.5 Claim. IAO proves the following statements:

i. `d x, y, i, j Bseg(y, x, i, j)-*Bseg(y, 2.x, i+l, j+l).

ii. V x, y, j Bseg(y, x, 0, j)-*Bseg(2.y+1, 2.x+1, 0, j+l).

Proof. i. Reason in IA0: let xl, x2 <_ x be such that

(x = x2 + y.2i +x1.2j A x2<2i A y<2j-1*) holds. Let x3= 2.x1, x4= 2.x2 so,

2.x = X4 + y.2i+1 +x3.2i A x4<2i+1 A y<26+1)-(i+l) will hold. But that is exactly what

was needed for Bseg(y, 2.x, i+l, j+l) to be true.
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ii. If Bseg(y, x, 0, j) holds, then there will be x1 in, such that xl <_ x and x = y +x1.21

holds. As a consequence, we will also have 2.x+1 = (2.y+1) +x1.2+1, from which

immediately follows that Bseg(2.y+l, 2.x+1, 0, j+l) holds.

The following claim, concerns the growth-rate of the procedure Trans on binary
segments of a given length by considering the "worst case" that occurs whenever a
given binary segment shows a one in all of its digits.

3.6 Claim. 1A0 proves the following statements:

i. V 'k, m, z, t ([Sumpow(z, m) A Vi <_ z(In(m, i, z)->i<k) A t = Mk ]-

l+m.z<_z+t).
ii. V x, y, i, n, z, t ([Bseg(y, x, i.n, (i+l).n) A Trans(y, n+2, z) A t = (n+2)n]-*

1+(n+l).z <_ t ).

Proof. i. Reason in IA0. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 0 and Sumpow(z, m)

holds, then Vi <_ z -,In(m, i, z) will hold, so z = 0. But, since t = 1 will hold, we have

1 + m.0:5 0+1. If k = k'+l, then observe that, if Sumpow(z, m) holds, then either z =

0, or there is some z' < z such that Sumpow(z', m) holds and z = m.z'+1 or z = m.z'.

If z = 0 the statement is trivial since l+m.z <_ z+t now reduces to 1 <_ t for t some power

of in. If z = m.z'+l for some z' being a sum of powers of m, then from
Vi <_ z(In(m, i, z)->i<k'+1) we can infer: Vi <_ z'(In(m, i, z')_>i<k), so, by induction,

we obtain: l+m.z' S z'+mk. Multiplying by m on either side, we now obtain:

m.z <_ m.z'+mk'+1, from which l+m.z <_ z+mk readily follows. On the other hand, if z

= m.z', for some z' being a sum of powers of m, then the proof is analogous.

ii. This follows from i, observing that if Bseg(y, x, i.n, (i+l).n) and

Trans(y, n+2, z) hold, then Sumpow(z, n+2) will hold by definition and In(n+2, i, z)

will only hold for numbers i strictly less than n.

This is sufficient if we want to count the number of occurrences of ones in a segment of

x of a specific, sufficiently restricted length. Therefore, the following definition:

3.7 Definition. "z is the sum of powers of m resulting from the binary segment of x

between the i-th and the j-th digit by replacing the occurrences of powers of 2 in the

binary representation of that segment of x by equal powers of m, and w is the
remainder of z modulo n (rsp(x, i, j, n, m, z, w)')":

rsp(x, i, j, n, m, z, w):= 3 t<_ x (Trans(, in, z) A Bseg(t, x, i, j) A w= z mod n).
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The procedure described above, is to be used in the following manner: if we take the

binary segment of x between the i-th and the i+e-th digit that contains e digits and we

replace the occurrences of powers of 2 in this segment by powers of e+2, then the
procedure rsp(x, i, i+e, e+l, e+2, z, w) will give us a number w which is exactly the

number of ones in that segment. This can easily be seen by observing the fact that all

powers of a+2 are congruent 1 modulo e+1 and that the segment contained exactly e

digits, so, the remainder of z modulo a+1 corresponds with the number of occurences

of powers of 2 in the original binary segment.

We will now formulate a lemma that shows us that this procedure actually satisfies

some properties needed to count the ones in the binary representation of a number.

3.8 Lemma. IA0 proves the following statements:

i. V x, i, n, z, z, w, w' ([rsp(x, i, i+n, n+1, n+2, z, w) A
rsp(x, i, i+n, (n+l)+l, (n+l)+2, z', w')]- w = w').

ii. V x, i, j, n, z, z, z", w, w', w" ([j <_ n A rsp(x, i, i+j, n+l, n+2, z, w) A
rsp(x, i+j , i+n, n+l, n+2, z', w') A rsp(x, i, i+n, n+l, n+2, z", w")] --

w"=w+w').
iii. V x, i, n, z, z', w, w' ([rsp(x, i, i+n, n+1, n+2, z, w) A

rsp(2.x, i+l, i+n+l, n+l, n+2, z', w')]-* w=w).
iv. V x, i, n, z, z', w, w' ([rsp(x, i, i+n, n+l, n+2, z, w) A

rsp(2.x+1, i+l, i+n+l, n+l, n+2, z', w')]-* w=w').
v. V x, i, n, z, z', w, w' ([rsp(x, 0, n, n+l, n+2, z, w) A

rsp(2.x+1, 0, n+l, n+2, n+3, z', w')]-* w+1=w')

Proof. The proofs of the various parts of this lemma are carried out by a tedious kind

of induction on x and n, using claims 3.5 and 3.6 whenever necessary.

As we had already pointed out above, this is not yet sufficient for a A0 - definition. To

obtain that result, we need to have bounds on the number z that occurs while carrying

out the procedure. Our method will be the following: for every x we will simply take

the greatest number n that has the property that the sum of powers of n+2 we have to

use if the powers of 2 occurring in a binary segment of n digits are to be replaced by

powers of n+2 is still smaller than x itself. Next, we will chop up the number x in

segments that have length n. For convenience we will refer to such a number with the

term "counting number". Observing that the worst case occurs if the binary
representation of a segment containing n digits shows only 1's, the following definition

meets our demands:
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3.9 Definition. "n is a counting number for x (counts(n, x))":

counts(n, x):=
3 z(z< (n+1).x +1 A z=(n+2)n) A -,3 z' (z'< (n + 2).x+1 A z'=(n+3)n+l ).

What the definition of counting number actually says, is that the number n is the biggest

number below x, such that 1 + (n+2) + ... + (n+2)n-1 is still below x.

This definition may look slightly suspicious, since expressions like z=(n+2)n occur in

it. However, one should bear in mind the fact that this predicate is only applied to
numbers below (n + 2).x. Therefore the definition is a sound A0 -definition. However,

we also require IAo to prove some of the properties of this so-called counting number.

This consideration gives reason to formulate the following claim.

3.10 Claim. IA0 proves the following statement:

for all n, if nn exists, then (n+l)n + 1 exists".

Proof. Observe that we only have to show that we can find a polynomial bound for

(n+l)n + 1 expressed in n and nn. The proof follows in a trivial way from the fact that
we assumed our definition for exponentiation to behave properly. Reason in IA0: if m =

nn, then m2 = (n2)n. But as n + 1 < n2 holds for n >_ 2, we get: (n+1)n < m2.

So, (n+ 1)n + 1 < (n+1).m2 which clearly gives a polynomial bound.

The fact that IA0 is capable of reasoning about (n+2)n + 1 provided that n is a counting

number for x, has an interesting consequence. This is formulated in the following

claim.

3.11 Claim. IA0 proves the following statement:

for all n, x, "if n >_ 3 is a counting number for x, then ' log(x)' < 2n

Proof. From the last claim it follows that 1A0 proves the existence of (n+2)n + 1. Since

the definition of counting number stipulated that n was the biggest number such that 1 +

(n+2) + ... + (n+2)n-1 was below x, we can conclude: x<_ 1 + (n+3) + ... + (n+3)n.

From this follows: (n+3)n+1-1 >_ (n+2).x. Now we can infer:

r log(x)' <_ (n+l). r log(x) - ' log(n+2)' +l
n. ' log(n+3) ' +2

2nforn>3.

8
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At this point we need some lemmas which relate the values of a counting number n of x

with the length of x itself.

3.12 Lemma. IA0 proves: V n, x*0 (counts(n, x)-3 2n <_ 2.x).

The proof is straightforward by induction on n and x, observing the fact that any
counting number for x will satisfy the property: 2n -1<_ (n+2)n-l<_ x. Since all these

values occur below x, the statement is provable by means of A0-induction.

An even more trivial lemma is the following:

3.13 Lemma. IA0 proves: V x 3 ! n counts(n, x).

The proof of this lemma, is also by straightforward induction on x.

Now we will define the number of segments of length equal to the counting number for

x that emerges if we split up x in segments of that length.

3.14 Definition. "k bounds the counting of x by means of n (bound (k, x, n))":
bound(k, x, n):= 0 < k A n. (k-1)<_ r log(x) -'< n.k.

Note that, for any n, there can only be one such number k. Examining the proof of

claim 3.11, we can infer the following:

3.15 Claim. IA0 proves the following statement:

Vn, x ((counts(n, x) A bound(k, x, n))-k<n).

Proof. This claim is a direct consequence of claim 3.11.

The next claim tells us that we can correctly apply the procedure "rsp" k times by means

of number n to a number x if n is the counting number for x and if. k bounds the
counting of x by means of the same n.

3.16 Claim. IA0 proves the following statement:

Vn, x, k, i 3 z <x 3 w Sn [i<k A bound(k, x, n) A counts(n, x)-

rsp(x, i.n, (i+l).n, n+l, n+2, z, w)].
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Proof. The proof is by putting together the definitions of the counting number and the

lemmata about the result of the sum of powers and claim 3.6.

The next definition concerns the construction of a witness y that keeps track with the

piece-wise counting of the number of ones in the binary representation of x.

3.17 Definition. "y is the progression, of added sums of ones in the binary
expansion of x, counted by means of n (countr(y, x, n))":

countr(y, x, n) :=
3 k:5 x (counts(n, x) A bound(k, x, n) A y< 2k.n A

V i, j < k Vt <_ y [ Bseg(t, y, i.n, (i+l).n) H

(i=0 A 3 z <_ x (rsp(x, 0, n, n+1, n+2, z, t)) V

(i j+l A 3t, t" <_ y 3 z <_ x ( Bseg(t', y, j.n, (j+1).n)

A rsp(x, i.n, (i+1)n, n+1, n+2, z, t" ) A t = t' + t"))]).

The fact that, for each x, there is at most one y such that countr(y, x, n) holds if n is the

counting number for x is formalized in the following lemma:

3.18 Lemma. IA0 proves the following statement:

Vx, n, y, y' [( country, x, n) A countr(y', x, n)) --> y = y'].

Proof. Reason in IA0. Suppose countr(y, x, n) A countr(y', x, n) for x, n, y, y'

E M. If then there should be a least number, say i, such that Bseg(t, y, i.n,
(i+l).n) A Bseg(t', y', i.n, (i+l).n) holds and also tit'. We now proceed by induction
below the number k, for which bound(k, x, n) holds. If i=0, then 3 z _< x (rsp(x, 0, n,

n+l, n+2, z, t ) should hold, as well as 3 z' <_ x (rsp(x, 0, n, n+l, n+2, z', t' ). But

then we also have t=t' in (by lemma 3.8). On the other hand, if i is a successor, say

j+l, then there is a u, such that Bseg(u, y, j.n, (j+1).n) and Bseg(u, y', j.n, (j+1).n)
both hold, with as a result that, since there is a unique t" such that 3 z 5 x rsp(x, i.n,

(i+l)n, n+l, n+2, z, t") holds, we have t=u+t"=t'. In either case tit' is contradicted.

The next definition gives the final result.

3.19 Definition. "m is the number of ones occurring in the binary representation of

x (numones(x, m))":

numones(x, m):= (x = m = 0) V... V (x=31 A m=5) V
3 y, n, k <_ 4.x2 [ countr(y, x, n) A bound(k, x, n) A

Bseg(m, y, (k-1).n, k.n)].
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The first part of this definition sums up the actual number of ones in the binary
representation of x for 0 <_ x <_ 3 1. As to the second part, this definition only stipulates

that the number of ones is exactly the number that is contained at the end of y, the
witness in which these numbers were stored. The construction is visualized in the
picture below:

2n 2i.n 2(i+l).n 2(k-1).n 2k.n
-----------I ...... I----------- I ...... I----------- I

2rlog(x)'

X= I-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I
rep(., 0, n, a+1, n+2, ., u) rep(x, in, (i+l)n, n+1, n+2, :, t" )

y
1t 11I- U _______ ...... Berg(Y, Y, (i-1).n, in) I- in ------I

numonee(x, m)

What remains to be seen still, is whether this definition gives the right outcome on the

standard model. If we use the symbol # naively, that is, to indicate the number of ones

occurring in the binary representation of a number x, then we wish to prove the
following theorem that represents uniqueness and soundness of the definition and

verifies its recursive properties:

3.20 Theorem.
i. IA0 F- numones(O, 0) A

Vx, y (numones(x, y) -* numones(2.x, y) A numones(2.x + 1, y + 1) );

ii. IA0 I- Vx, yi, Y2 (numones(x, yi) A numones(x, Y2) - Yi = Y2) ;

iii. Va, b E IN, IN k # (a) = b if and only if 1A0 F- numones(a, b).

Since iii follows from i by plain induction and ii is an immediate consequence of the last

lemma, we will concentrate on i.

Proof. The fact that IA0 proves numones(0, 0) follows from the definition of

numones. The same holds for all numbers up to 31. The fact that numones(32, 1) holds

is easily verified. The induction procedure however, demands a very precise proof.
From this point onwards we will reason in a (non-standard) model M of IA0. Suppose

that numones(x, y) holds for x > 3 1, y E M. Our strategy will be the following: we will

distinguish two cases, the one in which the counting number for 2.x and 2.x+1 is the

11
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same as it was for x and the case in which this counting number is bigger than that for

x. We observe that the counting number n for x is the unique number with the property:

(n+l)n-1-1<n.x<(n+1).x5(n+2)n-l. With some calculation we can now easily derive

the fact: (2.x+1).(n+2)<_(n+3)n+1-1, which shows that, if the counting number is to go

up, then it will go up only by one.

Assume numones(x, m) to hold in M. We have to prove that numones(2.x, m) and

numones(2.x+1, m+l) will hold in M. We will pass immediately to the complicated

case, that is the one in which the counting number for 2.x+1 is not the same as the

counting number for x.

Suppose the counting number has gone up by one for 2.x+1. This means that

there are yl, n EM such that Mk countr(yl, x, n) A counts(n+l, 2.x+1). Now let k1,

k2 E M be such that M k bound(k1, x, n) A bound(k2, 2.x+ 1, n+ 1). First, we have to

prove that there is a Y2 in M such that countr(y2, 2.x+1, n+l) holds in the same model.

Given yi, we will define Y2 inside M by stipulating that Y2 is the least element in M

smaller than 2k2.(n+l) that has the following property:

`d j < k2 Vt S Y2 Bseg(t, Y2, j.(n+l), (j+1).(n+l)) H
3u _< y1 3 z, u' <_ x (Bseg(u, yi, j.n, (j+1).n) A

rsp(x, (j+1).n, (j+1).(n+l)-l, n+l, n+2, z, u' )A t = 1+ u + u').

In order to show that such a number y2 exists, we will verify that, if

Bseg(u, yi, j.n, (j+1).n)Arsp(x, (j+1).n, (j+1).(n+l)-1, n+l, n+2, z, u' )At=1+ u+u'
holds for u, u' and z in M, then t < 2n+1 will hold too. This follows from u <_ 2n - 1,

since u was a binary segment in yi of length n, combined with the fact that u' <_ n.

Furthermore, Y2<_ 4.(2.x+1)2 follows from:
Y2 < 2k2.(n+l) < 2(k2-1).(n+l)+(n+l) < (2.x+1).2n+1 <(2.x+1).2.(2.x+1) S4.(2.x+1)2.

The next part of this proof concerns the verification that countr(Y2, 2.x+1, n+l) holds

in M. This is proved by induction below k2.

For i=0. Let z<_ 2.x+1, t _< n+1 be such that rsp(2.x+1, 0, (n+l), (n+l)+1,

(n+1)+2, z, t) holds in M. Since n+1 is the counting number for 2.x+1, this z must be

in M. By lemma 3.16, there is such t. We have to show that, in M, Bseg(t, Y2, 0,
(n+1)) will hold too. Since yi is the progression of added sums in the binary expansion

of x in M, we can take u:5 yi, z'<_ x be such that rsp(x, 0, n, n+l, n+2, z', u) holds in

M. By definition, Bseg(u, yi, 0, n) holds in M and t = u+1 by lemma 3.8.
As 3 z _< x rsp(x, n, n, n+1, n+2, z, 0) holds a fortiori, we now have, in M, taking

u'=0:
3u:5 yi 3 z, u<_ x (Bseg(u, yi, 0, n) A rsp(x, n, n, n+l, n+2, z, u' ) A t = 1+ u + u').

So, from the definition of Y2 in M, we can infer: Bseg(t, Y2, 0, (n+l)).

For i j+l<k2. Let z<_ 2.x+1, t _< n+l, t'<_ 4.(2.x+1)2 be such that

rsp(2.x+1, i.(n+l), (i+l).(n+l), (n+l)+l, ((n+l)+2), z, s) and

12



Bseg(t, Y2, j.(n+l), (j+1).(n+l)) hold in M. We have to show that, in M,

Bseg(s+t, Y2, i.(n+l), (i+l).(n+l)) holds too.
Let, to this end, u, v <_ Y1, pl, p2, p3, s' <_ x, be such that the following statements

hold in M (claim 3.16 guarantees the existence in M of these elements) :

Bseg(u, Y1, j.n, (j+1).n);

Bseg(v, Y1, i.n, (i+l).n);
3 z <_ x rsp(x, (j+1).n, (j+1).(n+l)-1, n+l, n+2, z, pl);

3 z!5 x rsp(x, (j+1).(n+l)-1, (i+l).n, n+l, n+2, z, p2);
3 z<_ x rsp(x, (i+l).n, (i+l).(n+l)-1, n+l, n+2, z, p3);
3 z<_ x rsp(x, i.n, (i+l).n, n+l, n+2, z, s').

Clearly, v = s' + u will hold. Note that, by claim 3.15, p2 exists, since k2 <n+1, from

which (j+1).(n+l)-1< (i+l).n follows. By lemma 3.8, we also have: s'=pl+p2. Let, on
the other hand, P2', p3', s"_< 2.x+1 be such that the following three statements hold in

M (as above, claim 3.16 guarantees the existence in M of these elements):

3 z _< 2.x+1 rsp(x, 0+1).(n+l)-1, (i+l).n, n+2, n+3, z, p2);

3 z5 2.x+1 rsp(x, (i+1).n, (i+1).(n+1)-1, n+2, n+3, z, p3');

3 z<_ 2.x+1 rsp(x, 0+1).(n+l)-1, (i+l).(n+l)-1, n+2, n+3, z, s");

By definition of Y2, we will have that Bseg(l+v+p3, Y2, i.(n+1), (i+1).(n+l)) is true in

M. Now, by lemma 3.8, we have: s"=p2+p3', p2=p2' and p3=p3' and s=s" hold in

M. Therefore we can conclude with the following argument:

s+t = s + (1+u+pi)

= (p2+p3)+(1+u+pl)
= 1+u+s'+p3

= 1+v+p3.

Now that countr(Y2, 2.x+1, n+l) has been verified for the said Y2, it should still be

checked that Bseg(m+1, y2, (k2-1).(n+l), k2.(n+1)) holds in M.

Let q, v yl be such that the following two statements hold in M:

z:5 x rsp(x, k2.n, k2.(n+l)-1, n+l., n+2, z, q);

Bseg(v, Yl, (k2-1).n, k2.n).
We can deduce: Bseg(v+q+l, Y2, (k2-1).(n+1), k2.(n+l)) holds in M. The fact that
v+q=m in M, follows from the observation that there is no more one in the binary

expansion of x beyond the k2.(n+1)-1-th digit.

As to the other cases, if the counting number has gone up by one for 2.x, then the

proof is analogous to the one for 2.x+1, except for the fact that the +1 clause is omitted

in the definition of the progression of added sums of ones in the binary expansion of

2.x as well as in the rest of the proof. On the other hand, if the counting number did not

change at all, then the progressions of added sums of ones in the binary expansion of

2.x and of 2.x+1 may be defined directly from the ones already existing for x.

13
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From theorem 3.20, we obtain by a simple inductive argument the following corollary:

3.21 Corollary. 1A0 proves the following statements:
i. Vx, z, y [( numones(x, y) A Pow(z, 2)) -* numones(z.x, y)];

ii. Vx, z, y [numones(x, y) A numones(z, y')-3 numones(x + y+y')].

Proof. i. This statement, follows by induction from the first part of theorem 3.20.
ii. Reason in IA0 for fixed z, y' such that numones(z, y') holds. We will prove by

induction:

numones(x + 2r1og(2.x)'.z, y+y') for all x such that numones(x, y).

x = 0. As 2 r1og(2.0)' = 2'109(0)-' = 1 by the preliminary definitions, this case is trivial.

Induction step. By induction hypothesis we have numones(u + 2 r 1og(2.u)' .z, y+y") for

y" such that numones(u, y").
x = 2.u. By theorem 3.20, numones(x, y") holds. If u = 0 then x = u and the case
reduces to the former one. In the other case we have: 2 r 1og(2.x)' = 2.2 r log(2.u)' , hence

x + 2.(u + 2rlog(2.u)'.z) and numones(x + 2r1og(2.x)'.z, y+y") holds by

theorem 3.20.

x = 2.u +1. By theorem 3.20, numones(x, y"+1) holds. Since 2 r log(2.x)' _
2.2r1og(2.u+1)', we will get: x + 2rlog(2.x)'.z = 1 + 2.(u + 2rlog(2.u+1) z). But also:

2r1og(2.u+i)' 2r1og(2.u)'. Therefore: x + 2r1og(2.x)',z = 1 + 2.(u + 2r1og(2.u)'.z). So,

by theorem 3.20, we will obtain numones(x + 2r1og(2.x)'.z, y+y"+1).

4. Formalization of a dp definition for finite sequences in N.

At this point we may formalize the requested quintuple < E Fseq, 0, *, <.>, lth() >

and show that the demands imposed on it in the introduction are actually fulfilled.

4.1. Definition."z codes a finite sequence of natural numbers (zE Fseq)":

zE Fseq:= 3 Xl, X2<_ z (z = <xl, x2> A

' log(2.x1)' <_ r log(2.x2)' A

Vi<_' log(x2)' ((1 + l E 1x2 A -,(1 + l E 1 xl)) -3 1 El x2).

We recall that we took <a, b>:= 2(a+b+l)(a+b)+a to be the pairing function. It should

be remarked that the last clause of this definition is intended to exclude the occurence of

redundant zeroes in xl.
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4.2. Definition. "0 is the empty sequence (Q)":
o:= 0.

4.3. Definition."z codes the sequence that originates by concatenating x with y

(z = x*Y)":

z=x*y ':= xE Fseq A yE Fseq A 3 z1, z2 <_ z 3 x1, x2 <_ x 3 Y1, Y2 < y

(x =<x1, x2> A Y=<Yl, Y2> A z=<zl, z2> A
zl

=
xl

+ 2rlog(2.x2)'.yl
A Z2 = X2 + 2rlog(2.x2)r -Y2)-

4.4. Definition."y codes singleton x (y = <x>)":

y = <x>:= 3 Y1, Y2 <_ Y (Y =<Y1, Y2> A

yl = xA Y2=2 rlog(x)').

4.5. Definition.°'y is the length of the finite sequence x (y = lth(x))":
y = Ith(x):= xE Fseq A 3 x1, x2 <_ x (x =<x1, x2> A numones (x2, y)).

We will now verify that these definitions satisfy the demands that we had listed in the

introduction.

4.6. Theorem. The following statements are provable in IA0:

a.`dsEFsegs*o=QS*s-=s;
b. lth(O) = 0;

c. Vs, t c= Fseq lth(s*t) = lth(s)+lth(t);

d. Vy, x (y = <x>-+lth(y) = 1);

e. Vx 3! y (y = <x> A y (=- Fseq);

f.`ds,s'(s,s'EFseq-*3!tEFsegAs*s'=t);
g. lth(.) is total on all s r= Fseq;

h. * is associative, in the sense that (s*t)*u = s*(t*u) for all s, t, u E Fseq.

Proof. Reason in IA0.

a. First of all, it is readily observed that Or= Fseq, for 0 = (0+0+1)(0+0)+0 = <0,0>

and r log(2.0) -' =0= r log(2.0) -' and there is no power of 2 that occurs in the number

0. Suppose t = s*O and u = O*s, for sE Fseq. Clearly, we will have:

tl = S1 + 2r1og(2.s2)'.0 A t2 = S2 + 2rlog(2.s2)' .0 and

ul = 0 + 2rlog(2.0)'.s1 A U2 = 0 + 2r10g(2.0)' .s2.

So we will have: t1 s1, t2 = s2, u1 = sl and u2 = s2. Therefore, t = s = u.

b. Immediate by theorem 3.20.

15
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c. Let s, t , u E Fseq be such that u = s*t. We have to show that lth(u) = lth(s)+lth(t).

Since u = s*t, there are u1, u2 such that u = <u1, u2> and ul = s1 + 2r1og(2.s2)'.tland

U2 = S2 + 2r1og(2.s2)' .t2. Let ns and nt be such that numones(s, ns) and numones (t, no

hold. From corollary 3.21 numones(u2, ns + nt) follows.

d. Suppose y = <x>. In this case Pow(y2, 2) holds for Y2 such that there is a Yl such

that y = <yl, y2>. But then numones (Y2, 1) will also hold (this can directly be inferred

from corollary 3.21 and the fact that numones(1, 1) is trivially provable.

e. As ILo proves Vx 3y <_x+1 (y = 2r 1og(x)' ), we can find the numbers needed to

construct the pair <yl, Y2> for <x> bounded by a polynomial in x. Uniqueness of this

singleton function follows from uniqueness of the pairing function.

f. To prove that the concatenation function is total, we have to show that if z = x*y

holds, then we can prove that such a z bounded by some polynomial in x and y can be
found. Uniqueness follows from the fact that, given x= <x1, x2>E Fseq and y= <yl,

Y2>E Fseq, there can only be one pair z = <z1, z2>, if any, such that

z1 = x1 + 2r1og(2.x2)'.yj A Z2 = x2+2rlog(2.x2)' Y2

It is easily proved that xl _< 2.x2 holds if x = <x1, x2>E Fseq. This follows from the

second clause in the definition of E Fseq which stipulates that
log(2.x1)' <_' log(2.x2)' holds. At this point, setting z1 = xl + 2'109(2 'x2)-'.yl and

z2 = x2 + 2r log(2.x2)' ,Y2, for x = <x1, x2>E Fseq and y = <y1, Y2>E Fseq we get:

zl <_ 2.x2 + 2.x2.2.Y2,

z2 <_ x2 + 2.x2.y2.

Therefore, applying the pairing function to the arguments z1 and z2:

z = <z1, Z2><_ -12-(3.x2 + 6.x2.Y2+1)(3.x2 + 4.x2.Y2.

Hence, observing that x2 <_ x22 <_ 2.x is a trivial consequence of the character of the

pairing- function, we obtain: z = <z1, z2> <_ 16.x + 163.x.y, which is indeed a

polynomial in x and y. The last thing we have to check is that th z defined above' does

pertain to the set of numbers that code finite sequences.

First, we check: r log(2.z1)' <r log(2.z2)' . This follows from:

r log(2.z1)' _ r log(2.(xi + 2r 1og(2.x2)' Yl ))' _ r log(2.x1)' +r log(2.y1)'and
r log(2.z2)' = r log(2.(x2 + 2r log(2.x2)-' Y2)) _ r log(2.x2)' +r log(2.Y2)'
Next, we check: Vi<_ r log(z2)' ((i + 1 E 1z2 A -(i + 1 E 1 z1)) -4 i E 1 z2). There are two

cases to distinguish. Let i be such that i <_ r log(z2)' .

1. i < r log(x2)' . If i + 1 E iz2 A -1(i + 1 E 1 z1) holds, then we will also have:

i + 1 E 1x2 A -1(1 + 1 E 1 x1). So, i E 1x2 since x= <x1, x2>E Fseq. But then, it

will also be the case that 1 E 1Z2-
2 . r 1og(x2)' < i. In this case, if i + 1 E 1z2 A -(i + 1 E 1 z1) holds, we can infer:

(i+,)_ rlog(x2)' E 1Y2 and -i((1 + 1) - r10g(x2)' E lyl). In the same style as

in the former case, we can now infer: 1 - rlog(x2)' E 1Y2 and therefore iE 1z2.

16
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g. The fact that the length function is total is an immediate consequence of the first part

of theorem 3.20, by means of which we can prove: Vx, y (numones(x, y) - y<_ x).

h. Let z, y, x, u, v, r E Fseq, be such that z = x*y, x = u*v, r = v*y. In order to prove

associativity we have to show: z = u*r. For x= <xl, x2>, y= <Yl, Y2>, u= <u1, u2>,

v= <v1, v2> and r= <rl, r2> we have:

zl, = x1 +

Z2 = X2 + 2rlog(2.x2)r y2;

xl = ul + 2r1og(2.u2)'.V1;

X2 = U2 + 2rlog(2.u2)' .V2;

rl = vl +
2rlog(2.v2)' Y2

Rewriting this, we have:
zl = ul + 2rlog(2.u2)',V1 +

2 r log(2.u2)' + r 1og(2.v2)' Y2, and thus:

Z1 = ul + 2rlog(2.u2)'.(Vl +

2r1og(2.v2) (v2+
But this is exactly:

Z1 = ul + 2r1og(2.u2)'.rl;

Z2 = U2 + 2r1og(2.v2)'.r2.

This completes the proof.

Concluding remarks.
It seems natural to consider some more demands that could be imposed on the
predicates defined above to code finite sequences in IAo. Some demands are met by the

method we have described, others surely are not. As to those that do not cause
difficulties, we can remark that they include an important one, namely the provability of

the following statement: Vx E Fseq (x = 0 V 3 yE Fseq 3 z (x= y*<z>)). As our

definition of Fseq is not restricted to a specific class of numbers, we can also prove (in

IAo) that the set of codes of finite sequences is unbounded. With our definition it is

even possible to prove that finite sequences exist of length equal to x for any number x

for which 2x exists. These facts capture the natural character of our coding. On the

other hand however, the hope to satisfy some other demands is destroyed by Parikh's

theorem, like the one asserting that finite sequences of arbitrary length do exist. What

the exact correspondance is between the impossibility to satisfy demands like the last

one and the nature of the definitions used to code finite sequences is a matter of further

research.
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